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Letter from the Editors

As we navigate through a semester of exams and papers, we bring to you the 

second issue of Volume 12. Read through the articles for some positive environmental 

news, information about local projects, and updates about on campus and local 

campaigns. Our last issue was read over 400 times—we thank you for your ongoing 

support! We love to hear feedback from our readers at epibtrail@gmail.com.

~ Micah and Marissa
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 Last issue I wrote about one of Australia’s famous 

marsupials, the kangaroo. This month I am going to give 
you some koala-ty information on my second favorite 
native species here in Australia. Although they are often 
called koala bears because of their teddy-bear like 

appearance, koalas are not bears. Like kangaroos, koalas have a pouch for their 
young, but the koala pouch opens towards the bottom whereas a kangaroo 
pouch opens at the top (National Geographic). 

Koalas’ main source of food is 

the eucalyptus tree, and although 
that is the only thing on their menu, 
they are quite picky. There are about 
650 species of eucalyptus trees in 
Australia, but the koalas will only eat 
30 of them. Eucalyptus leaves are 
extremely poisonous to almost every 
other animal, but the koala’s 

digestive system can successfully 
break them down. As much as 
koalas love the eucalyptus leaves, 
they contain essentially no nutrients, so these 
animals cannot afford to live an active lifestyle. 
This means they sleep for about 18-22 hours a 
day! Although I would love to switch places with 
these fuzzy little creatures and sleep for that long, 
they are not the sharpest tools in the shed.  

When examining the human brain, we 
have heaps of ridges and folds and wrinkles. 
Koalas have a “smooth” brain, which means they 

lack higher-level understanding (National 
Geographic). For example, if you were to put a 
koala in a room and give it a branch of 
eucalyptus leaves, the koala will eat it with no 
problem. However, if you were to take those 
same leaves off the branch and put them on a 
plate in the room, the koala would starve to 
death because it would have no idea that those 
leaves are food. 

Koalas 

Semester in Australia: Volume 2 

Last issue I wrote about one of Australia’s famous 

By Ella Grande 
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Unfortunately, the number of koalas living in the wild are dwindling. One of 
the main reasons for their decline is an abundance of bushfires. Eucalyptus trees 
are highly flammable due to the oil within them. On very hot days, these trees can 
even explode. A second problem is that the bark falls off in thin pieces which lay at 
the bottom of the forest (National Geographic). This adds even more fuel to the 
fire. The hotter the forests get, bushfires become an even greater threat. This means 
that climate change will continue to hurt their numbers as temperatures rise. As I 
mentioned in my last article, controlled burnings are a helpful technique used to 
prevent the spreading of bushfires. 
     

  (Not-so) Fun Facts About Koalas 
 Although koalas are small and cute, they make 

a very strange noise. I seriously do not know 
how such a small, fuzzy animal can create such 
an unsettling sound. I would describe it as a 
deep grunt or bellow almost like a wild boar, 
but it is best for you to YouTube it to get the full 
affect. Also, when koalas fight with each other, 
they scream.   

 Koala chlamydia is running rampant! It may 
seem a bit funny, but this disease is a major 
problem in the koala community. Many koalas 
die if they are left untreated. 

 In the native Aboriginal tongue, “koala” literally 

means “no drink” (Mother Nature Network). This 

is because koalas drink little to no water. Their 
bodies can retain it for long periods of time and 
their sluggish lifestyle does not require them to 
need it. 

 

Koalas are somewhat dumb and strange, but they are still extremely adorable. 
When you hold koalas they hug you (not because they like you, they are just 
regulating their body temperature but no one needs to know that) (WWF). 
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“Waste is just resources in the wrong place,” is a common phrase hailed by zero-waste 
and circular economy proponents, who advocate for the reuse, redesign, repair, recycling, 
and other processes that extend the life of consumer goods. Our current consumption system 
is best described as a linear economy. In this system, raw materials get extracted, 
manufactured into goods, used, thrown out, and ultimately make their way to a landfill or 
incinerator, with toxic effects to the health of communities and the environment (Ellen 
MacArthur Foundation). 

On the other hand, in a circular economy, goods are eventually cycled back into the 
system without creating waste. The circular economy requires us to reimagine our 
relationships with consumer goods and how resources are extracted. This model, absent of 
waste and externalities, is better for our environment, our economy, and our communities. 

Picturing what this new consumption model looks like can be a daunting task. What 
does a complete overhaul of our economic system, so rooted in the extractive ideals of 
capitalism, look like? Progress so far has been steadily made in cities, businesses, and 
universities. Municipalities have implemented comprehensive composting programs. 
Companies like Patagonia and Eileen Fisher are working to break the cycle of fast fashion and 
create high-quality, long-lasting clothing. Students have started move-out programs and free-
stores aimed at reducing waste while channeling resources back to students.  

A prime example of 
the circular economy in 
New Brunswick is the New 
Brunswick Bike Exchange, 
which opened its doors in 
2013. Completely volunteer-
run, the Bike Exchange 
repairs and refurbishes 
donated bikes, and re-
circulates them back to the 
community. According to Shop Manager Nelson Bayas, the Bike Exchange redistributes 
between 4,000 and 5,500 bikes annually. “About 70% of the bikes we have here would end up 
in the landfill if it wasn’t for us,” said Bayas.  

The Bike Exchange is open Tuesdays and Thursdays from 6-8pm. On one Thursday in 
October, there are rows of bikes of all sizes, makes, and models inside the warehouse: 
mountain bikes, road bikes, commuter bikes. Some look like they have barely been used, 
others are clearly from a different decade but look good as new. There are tricycles, children’s 
bikes, even a tandem bike. The back of the warehouse is where the volunteers work on 
making repairs.  

“We take any kind of bike that people bring,” Bayas said. “If we can’t fix it, we strip it 
for parts. Granted, we create waste, but we take as much as possible. Instead of having a 
whole bike go to the landfill it might be just the frame, or a couple of tires.”  

Bayas first began volunteering for the NBBX four years ago, when he learned about the 
organization at Ciclovia, an event in New Brunswick that shuts down streets to cars and 
opens them up to cyclists, pedestrians, and other activities.  

Cycling into the Circular Economy 
By Emily Cheng  
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Located at 90 Jersey Avenue, the 
Bike Exchange operates out of a warehouse 
adjacent to the Puerto Rican Action Board 
(PRAB), a community organization where 
the proceeds of bike sales go to. According 
to its website, PRAB is a “comprehensive 
human services organization that offers 
early childhood, youth, family, and 
community services to over 30,000 
individuals and families annually in New 
Brunswick, Middlesex County, and Central 
New Jersey,” according to their website. 
They describe themselves as a ‘one-stop 
shop’ for residents to strengthen themselves, their families, and their communities. In this 
regard, the Bike Exchange works at the cross-section of sustainability, wellness, community 
development, and mobility.  

Bayas spoke to the inaccessibility of owning a car. “If you are a person of limited 
resources, you can’t buy a car, and if you buy a car you have to spend money on insurance, 
gasoline, and repairs, depending on which kind of car you have.”  

“If you go to a bike shop or even a Walmart or Target, the cheapest bike you might 
find is $120 bucks, usually of poor quality. We take old bikes and fix them and make them 
rideable, and then sell them at a very low price. The most expensive bike we have here is 
probably $85-90. Everything is usually between $40 and $65, so it’s very affordable for 
people.”  

As mentioned earlier, the Bike Exchange strips bikes for parts, and sells them at low 
rates as well. For instance, an inner tube, one of the most common parts that need to be 
replaced in bikes, might be sold between $7 and $10 at a retail store. At the Bike Exchange, 
the tube is sold for $3.  

The average American throws out 15,000 pounds of garbage every year (Archibald, 
2018). This attitude towards objects did not arise out of nowhere, rather, it is a symptom of 
the linear consumption economy, and of cheaply made, ready to be disposed-of goods. Part 
of the spirit of repairing is to reject this throwaway culture and extend the life of things.  

“When you think about it, a lot of people just toss their bikes because they bought a 
bike two years ago, left it outside because they don’t have anywhere to put it. Two years later 
the tires might be flat, and there might be discoloration because it was left in the elements. 
And they don’t think the bike is fixable, so they toss it and buy a new one. We have a lot of 
bikes like that. We clean it, put in new tires, and it’s good as new,” said Bayas. “In that aspect 
we take in a lot of what would’ve landed in the landfill and give it a second chance.”  

Unfortunately, a critical challenge the Bike Exchange experiences is a lack of 
volunteers to repair bikes. “We probably fix about 2 or 3 bikes a week and sell about seven. 
It’s hard for us to keep up with the demand.”  

The Bike Exchange is providing more than just bikes–it is increasing access and 
mobility in the community. “A parallel mission we have at the Bike Exchange is making 
biking accessible to people.”  

Biking comes without the hassle of traffic and parking, and in cities like New 
Brunswick can be more convenient than driving. Having a bike can also increase connectivity 
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and be more efficient than public transportation. “Biking can take you from Point A to Point 
B. If you take public transportation, you have to go from Point A to C to D to B.”   

This inaccessibility is heightened by the fact that in New Jersey, undocumented 
immigrants are unable to obtain a driver’s license. (Currently, a bill that would poise New 
Jersey to become the 13th state to offer licenses to undocumented immigrants remains in the 
state assembly) (Alvarado, 2019). When public transit options and cars simply do not exist, 
biking creates access to new opportunities. 

“There are cases where people don’t have money, or 
they just got a job after six months or a year of being 
unemployed. But they don’t have a way to get there and 
need a bike.” Bayas explained that in these cases, he will let 
customers take the bike, and pay for it once they’re able to. 
“When people actually come here with a need for a bicycle 
and cannot fulfill that need, that’s when I’m like ‘here, 
here’s a bike, just take it.’”   

“Sometimes people say they need a bike to go to 
school or work, and we don’t have a bike available to them. 
We’ll let them pick a bike and fix it, so it’s pretty much a 
custom-fixed bike. To see their faces and their excitement 
they have to get a personal bike is one of the main things I 
like about working here.”  

The circular economy is more than just a framework 
for economic production, it is also a philosophy on how we 
should view material goods. It offers “a blueprint for a way 
of life that is restorative and regenerative,” according to 
the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, an organization leading 
research and action for a circular economy.  

The ethos of repairing goods should be extended to communities. Just as we should 
proceed with care on how items can be reused and reimagined for new uses, we should care 
for people too, and think about the larger impacts of throwing away things. Nothing, and no 
one, is disposable. Initiatives that aim to reduce the planet’s carbon footprint must also 
center these principles of equity and justice.  

and be more efficient than public transportation. and be more efficient than public transportation. and be more efficient than public transportation. and be more efficient than public transportation. and be more efficient than public transportation. and be more efficient than public transportation. and be more efficient than public transportation. Biking can take you from Point A to Point 

Mission of the New  
Brunswick Bike Exchange   

First, we strive to increase access 

to affordable bikes in our 

community, particularly for those 

who cannot afford a retail-priced 

bike and do not have access to a 

bike already. This will promote a 

healthy and active lifestyle in 

the community.  

Second, we aim to raise money for 

the PRAB through revenue from 

bike sales. The money donated to 

PRAB furthers their mission by 

supporting their efforts in 

community programming.  
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I n order to understand the achievements 

and the progress made with environmental 

activism, it is important to have a 

historical perspective and understand the 

foundation of environmental protection.  

In 1970, during the Nixon administration, 

the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

was created via an executive order for the 

purpose of “protecting the environment 

through federal research, monitoring, and 

standard setting and enforcement 

activities”(Lovelady). The EPA’s creation 

was in response to the overwhelming 

pollution and various environmental issues 

stemming from the lack of environmental/

health regulations with production and 

development. The creation of the EPA 

marks the federal government’s 

recognition of environmental issues, as 

well as the new importance and standing of 

environmental issues in legislation and 

enforcement. 

Starting the debut of its creation, the EPA 

enacted a series of legislation that 

attempted to combat the different 

environmental issues that plagued the 

nation: The Clean Air Act, The Clean Water 

Act, and the Endangered Species Act.  

 

By Marissa Guzik 

“About 20 million Americans, 

including members of 1500 

colleges, gathered to 

demonstrate concern about the 

environmental crisis,” (Lovelady). 

Just The 
Facts:  
Positive ImpactsPositive Impacts 

EPA’s first administer (Ruckelshaus) being sworn in 

“A Historical “A Historical “A Historical  “A Historical “A Historical  
                             View”View”View”View”View” 
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The Clean Water Act made its first appearance The Clean Water Act made its first appearance The Clean Water Act made its first appearance 

in 1948 as Water Pollution Control Act, but in in 1948 as Water Pollution Control Act, but in in 1948 as Water Pollution Control Act, but in 

1972, under Nixon administration, it 1972, under Nixon administration, it 1972, under Nixon administration, it 

transitioned to the Clean Water Act (CWA). The transitioned to the Clean Water Act (CWA). The 

CWA 

transitioned to the Clean Water Act (CWA). The 

CWA CWA “

transitioned to the Clean Water Act (CWA). The transitioned to the Clean Water Act (CWA). The transitioned to the Clean Water Act (CWA). The transitioned to the Clean Water Act (CWA). The 

““made it unlawful to discharge any made it unlawful to discharge any made it unlawful to discharge any made it unlawful to discharge any 

pollutant from a point source into navigable pollutant from a point source into navigable pollutant from a point source into navigable 

waters, unless a permit was 

obtained,

waters, unless a permit was waters, unless a permit was 

obtained,obtained,” (“

waters, unless a permit was waters, unless a permit was waters, unless a permit was 

” (“” (“Summary of the

waters, unless a permit was waters, unless a permit was 

Summary of theSummary of the”). 

waters, unless a permit was waters, unless a permit was waters, unless a permit was 

”). ”). The catalyst for obtained,

this act

obtained,

this actthis act’

” (“” (“” (“Summary of theSummary of theSummary of theSummary of the”). ”). ”). The catalyst for The catalyst for The catalyst for ” (“obtained,obtained,” (“

this actthis actthis act’’s creation and a major contributor to 

the EPAthe EPAthe EPA’

s creation and a major contributor to s creation and a major contributor to s creation and a major contributor to s creation and a major contributor to s creation and a major contributor to s creation and a major contributor to 

the EPAthe EPA’’’s creation was the 

s creation and a major contributor to s creation and a major contributor to s creation and a major contributor to 

s creation was the s creation was the 1969 fire on the 

Cuyahoga River 

1969 fire on the 1969 fire on the 1969 fire on the 

Cuyahoga River Cuyahoga River in Cleveland, Ohio. The river Cuyahoga River Cuyahoga River in Cleveland, Ohio. The river in Cleveland, Ohio. The river in Cleveland, Ohio. The river in Cleveland, Ohio. The river 

had become so polluted with industrial wastes, had become so polluted with industrial wastes, 

that it 

had become so polluted with industrial wastes, 

that it that it “

had become so polluted with industrial wastes, had become so polluted with industrial wastes, had become so polluted with industrial wastes, 

““bubbled and produced methane

had become so polluted with industrial wastes, 

bubbled and produced methanebubbled and produced methane” 

had become so polluted with industrial wastes, had become so polluted with industrial wastes, had become so polluted with industrial wastes, 

” ” and bubbled and produced methanebubbled and produced methanebubbled and produced methanebubbled and produced methane

caught fire multiple times, last in 1969 (Blair). caught fire multiple times, last in 1969 (Blair). caught fire multiple times, last in 1969 (Blair).  

The Clean Water Act made its first appearance The Clean Water Act made its first appearance 

Clean Water Act 
The Clean Water Act made its first appearance The Clean Water Act made its first appearance 

Clean Water Act  

2019: the 50th anniversary:2019: the 50th anniversary: 2019: the 50th anniversary:2019: the 50th anniversary:2019: the 50th anniversary:

 “... “... in March the Ohio EPA 

declared that fish in the 

river, such as carp, channel river, such as carp, channel 

catfish, and smallmouth catfish, and smallmouth 

bass, were safe to eat

catfish, and smallmouth 

bass, were safe to eatbass, were safe to eat—

catfish, and smallmouth catfish, and smallmouth catfish, and smallmouth 

——albeit bass, were safe to eatbass, were safe to eat

no more than once a month, no more than once a month, 

owing to the persistence in owing to the persistence in 

the sediments of mercury the sediments of mercury 

and PCBs

the sediments of mercury 

and PCBsand PCBs” 

the sediments of mercury the sediments of mercury the sediments of mercury 

” ” (Blair)

the sediments of mercury the sediments of mercury 

(Blair)(Blair) 

“About 70 species of About 70 species of 

fish now thrive in the 

riverriverriver” ” ” -” ” -Matt Gary 

Cleveland

Matt Gary 

ClevelandCleveland’

Matt Gary Matt Gary Matt Gary Matt Gary Matt Gary 

ClevelandClevelandCleveland’’’s director 

of sustainability of sustainability 

(Blair)

of sustainability of sustainability 

(Blair)(Blair) 

“About 70 species of About 70 species of About 70 species of About 70 species of 

fish now thrive in the fish now thrive in the fish now thrive in the fish now thrive in the 

About 70 species of About 70 species of 

fish now thrive in the fish now thrive in the 

“In 2020, the Clean Air 

Act Amendments will 

prevent over 230,000 

early deaths,” (“The 

2020
early deaths,early deaths,

2020 

“In 2010 alone… avoided more 

than 160,000 premature 

deaths, 130,000 heart attacks 

(acute myocardial infarction), 

millions of cases of respiratory 

problems such as acute 

bronchitis and asthma attacks, 

and 86,000 hospital 

admissions,” (“The Clean Air”) 

Clean Air Act (1972)Clean Air Act (1972) 
Established along with the CWA, the Clean 

Air Act targeted pollutants in the 
atmosphere with the goal of “reducing air 
pollution, allowing Americans to breathe 

easier and live healthier,” (“The Clean 
Air”). 
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 The Endangered Species Act has the goal 

to to to “

The Endangered Species Act has the goal The Endangered Species Act has the goal 

““prevent the extinction of our most at

The Endangered Species Act has the goal 

prevent the extinction of our most atprevent the extinction of our most at-
The Endangered Species Act has the goal The Endangered Species Act has the goal The Endangered Species Act has the goal 

prevent the extinction of our most atprevent the extinction of our most at-risk prevent the extinction of our most atprevent the extinction of our most atprevent the extinction of our most atprevent the extinction of our most atprevent the extinction of our most at

plants and animals, increase their numbers and plants and animals, increase their numbers and 

effect their full recovery,

plants and animals, increase their numbers and plants and animals, increase their numbers and 

effect their full recovery,effect their full recovery,” (“

plants and animals, increase their numbers and plants and animals, increase their numbers and 

” (“” (“The Endangered effect their full recovery,

Species

effect their full recovery,effect their full recovery,

SpeciesSpecies”). 

effect their full recovery,effect their full recovery,” (“” (“” (“The Endangered The Endangered effect their full recovery,

”). ”). This historical act has been crucial in SpeciesSpecies”). ”). ”). 

the preservation and conservation of species:the preservation and conservation of species:the preservation and conservation of species: 

The Endangered Species Act has the goal The Endangered Species Act has the goal 

Endangered Species Act
The Endangered Species Act has the goal The Endangered Species Act has the goal 

Endangered Species Act      It is important to look back at the 

foundations of change and where we 

started from, in order to better 

understand and appreciate the progress 

we have made. It is also important to 

understand this foundation, in order to 

continue to keep the foundational acts 

strong to inspire more change for the 

future.  
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The detrimental effects of Soil Degradation 

By Angelica Rojas 

 Soil degradation has been a serious 

growing environmental problem around the 

world for centuries. Soil degradation is the 

gradual process of biological, physical, and 

chemical decline of soil quality. Some of the 

main causes of soil degradation include; 

urbanization, excessive consumption, conflict 

(warfare), and climate events including 

rainfall and natural disasters. Even more 

prominent factors leading to soil degradation 

are unsustainable agricultural practices 

which lead to grassland conversion, pollution 

of wetlands, clearing of forests and vegetation 

loss. All of these externalities result in 

degradation of biological protective barriers. 
 

 Detrimental Impacts 

 Soil erosion has affected all parts of the 

world, especially in Sub-Saharan Africa, Asia, 

and South America.  

 A case study in Calabar South, a region 

of Nigeria, attempted to examine the impacts 

of soil erosion. In the area, researchers noticed 

loss of economic and biological productivity of 

irrigated cropland, range, forest, and 

woodlands resulting from human land use, 

loss of natural vegetation, and natural 

hazards. The study found that 60% of land in 

Calabar South has been degraded. The main 

causes of soil erosion in the area does not 

result from overpopulation but rather; land 

clearance, farming, overgrazing, urban sprawl, 

and land pollution. This study covered an 

expanse of 45 different farm lands. The loss in 

soil and minerals in each farm has led to 

scarcity of food and nutrient depletion (Eni 1). 

 Another detrimental effect of soil is 

increased pollution, clogged waterways, a 

decline in fish, and sedimentation in streams 

and rivers. Soil degradation is especially 
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harmful to farmers and global 

communities that depend on agriculture 

to as a livelihood (“Soil erosion” 1).  

 Arable land is destroyed by soil 

erosion because the topsoil becomes 

eroded overtime. This makes it difficult 

for farmers to grow crops and creates 

food insecurity. Due to polluted 

waterways, freshwater is increasingly 

contaminated and marine habitats are 

damaged in the process. Lands that 

were once forests and natural 

landscapes become contaminated 

farmlands and pasture.  
 

Solutions to implement 

 There are several possible 

solutions for soil degradation. One 

approach is minimizing industrial 

farming. Studies show that to achieve 

this, people should eat meat in smaller 

quantities and eat more fruits and 

vegetables. Consuming animal 

products leads to more clearing of land 

for farms. If land is used on a smaller 

scale and with more regenerative 

techniques, there will be less soil 

erosion. 
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BY FELICIA  PARADISO 

T hru-hiking the Appalachian 
Trail is the first item on my 
bucket list, as is likely the case 

for many EPIB majors and other SEBS 
students. The Appalachian Trail 
represents an amazing accomplishment 
of preservation, allowing people from 
Georgia to Maine to engage with 
nature on beautifully maintained trails 
that travel through national parks and 
national forests. The trail itself is 
classified as a unit of the National Park 
System, but it is also managed by the 
Appalachian Trail Conservancy and 
various volunteer-based Trail Clubs. 
This  “ thr ee - legged s tool”  o f 

governance combines the first-hand 
knowledge and experience of local 
volunteers with the resources and 
power of federal agencies to ensure 
that the Appalachian Trail remains well
-protected (Derr).  
 During the 2019-2020 term, the 
Supreme Court will rule on Atlantic 
Coast Pipeline LLC v. Cowpasture River 
Preservation Association. This case will 
determine if the Mineral Leasing Act 
grants authority to the U.S. Forest 
Service to allow the construction of 

pipelines through sections of the 
Appalachian Trail in national forests 
(“Atlantic Coast”). The Mineral Leasing 

Act was passed in 1920 to promote the 
development of oil, gas, and other 
mineral resources on public land and 
allows the U.S. Forest Service to grant 
land-usage rights in national forests 
(United States, “Atlantic Coast”). 

However, the law specifically excludes 
national parks from being leased, and 
this includes the Appalachian Trail, 
despite parts of the trail that overlap 
with national forests.  
 The Fourth Circuit Court of 
Appeals ruled that the Mineral Leasing 
Act only allows the National Park 
System to grant leases on national park 
land (Mysliwiec). The Supreme Court’s 

ruling for this case will be significant in 
many ways. If the Supreme Court 
upholds the decision of the Fourth 
Circuit Court of Appeals, it could 
c o m p l i c a t e  t h e  m u l t i - p a r t y 
management of the Appalachian Trail.  
The U.S. Forest Service and the 
National Park Service both serve as key 
figures in presiding over the 
Appalachian Trail. While this case 

Cowpasture River (above), which would be affected by the proposed pipeline. 

ATLANTIC COAST PIPELINE LLC V. COWPASTURE 
RIVER PRESERVATION ASSOCIATION    

By Felicia Paradiso 
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deals specifically with the rights granted 
by the Mineral Leasing Act, it would 
give the National Park Service power 
over the Forest Service in some 
d e c i s i o n s  r e g a rd i n g  t h e  t r a i l 
( M y s l i w i e c ) .  N o n e t h e l e s s ,  t h e 
cooperative management of the 
Appalachian Trail is an important factor 
towards its success, as reaching for 
consensual decisions ensures that all 
stakeholders of the trail system, 
including management and hikers, are 
represented (Derr).  
 A ruling on the side of the 
Cowpasture River  Preservat ion 
Association would likely require 
recalibrating the way that 
the Appalachian Trail is 
managed. It would also 
mean that the Atlantic Coast 
Pipeline will not cut through 
the Appalachian Trail. Even 
so, this is hardly the end of 
the battle against future 
pipelines. Also in the works 
in Appalachia is the 
Mountain Valley Pipeline, 
which, like the Atlantic Coast 

Pipeline, would have a 42-inch 
diameter.  For comparison, the 
controversial Keystone XL Pipeline 
would have a 36-inch diameter 
(Appalachian Mountain Advocates).  
It is crucial that opposition to pipelines 
continues regardless of the decision 
reached by the Supreme Court for this 
case. We are lucky to have the 
Appalachian Trail and we are 
responsible for keeping it well-
preserved for future hikers. The same 
sentiment goes for national forests and 
the extent of our public lands.  
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Ants and Aphids: Symbiosis in Action 
By Micah Gartenberg 

When spring arrives and temperatures rise, farmers and gardeners in seasonal 
climates take up the yearly struggle to manage pests within their fields. Aphids pose 
a large threat to agriculturalists due to their incredible reproductive rates and the 
sticky waste they produce, referred to as honeydew. This honeydew accumulates on 
the leaves of  plants, causing a residual buildup of  sooty mold (Hirnyck). Farmers, 
however, are not alone in their management of  these aphid populations. 

The black garden ant, also known as the common black ant (Lasius niger), 
maintains a peculiar symbiotic relationship with the black bean aphid (Aphis fabae). 
In contrast with the farmers who 
consider aphids a pest, these 
opportunistic ants rely on the honeydew 
produced by aphids as a food source. 
Taking their relationship to a deeper 
level, these ants ‘farm’ and ‘milk’ the 
aphids to maintain a steady supply of  
honeydew. While this relationship 
provides obvious benefits for the ants in 
the form of  a food source, the ants 
provide the aphids with much-needed 
protection from a host of  predators. 

Ants display protective behaviors when it comes to keeping aphid 
populations alive and thriving. Common predators of  these aphids include lady 
beetle, lacewing, hover fly, and various parasitic wasps (Hirnyck). These predators 
are sometimes released by farmers as a form of  biocontrol for aphid populations, 
however, regardless of  the source these predators must make it past the diligent 
defense of  the aphids’ ant protectors. The ants will go as far as destroying the eggs 
of  these predators, though the ants keep aphids alive via other methods as well.  

In addition to protecting aphids from predators, ants will also ensure that the 
aphids have a reliable source of  food. After all, the aphids must consume the sap of  
plants to produce the honeydew that the ants then eat. Ants will move the aphids 
from diseased or dying plants to healthy ones to keep the aphids feeding and 
producing the honeydew. Some aphid varieties can overwinter in the form of  eggs 
on plant surfaces, however, ants will move or protect these eggs and the aphids that 
hatch from them in the case of  severe weather conditions (Britannica).  
 

Ants and Aphids: Symbiosis in Action
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An ant tending to a group of variably-sized aphids 
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The dedication and effort that these ants contribute to maintaining the aphid 
populations resembles that of  farmers who will work to no end in order to cultivate 
their crops and livestock.  

 While in most cases ants 
protect aphids from predators, 
when the honeydew cannot satiate 
their appetites, ants will occasionally 
prey on their ‘domesticated’ aphids. 
An interesting study by Joachim 
Offenberg of  the University of  
Aarhaus found that offering the 
ants with an alternative sugar source 
decreases their tending behaviors 
towards the aphids but increased 
their predation of  the aphids 
(Offenberg). This suggests that in 

the presence of  abundant food sources, the ants are more likely to abandon their 
bond of  mutualism with the aphids. This also serves as a reminder that ants rely on 
a number of  different food sources, which supplement the aphid honeydew in 
seasons or scenarios when feeding aphids are not available.  

Another study, conducted by Tom Oliver of  the Imperial College of  London, 
found that ant populations with a generation of  their own larvae to feed will reduce 
the rate of  population growth within an aphid population that they domesticate 
(Oliver). The measurable reduction in rates of  aphid colony growth in the presence 
of  larvae-tending ant colonies suggests that strategically placing these larvae-tending 
ant populations within a field or garden could potentially serve as an effective 
management strategy for aphid populations.  
 The fascinating relationship between ants and aphids represent just one of  
countless symbiotic relationships that exist in ecosystems around the globe. Click 
here for a video that shows several of  the behaviors described in this article.  
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Several times throughout my life I have heard the terms “violent” and 
“impoverished” to describe my hometown of Camden, New Jersey. One term I 
have never understood was the word “food desert”, it means “neighborhoods 
that lack healthy food sources.” This is usually more than one mile away (United 
States Department of Agriculture). However, when I think of food deserts, I 
imagine a place desolate of any kinds of foods, like the empty Sahara Desert. Even 
when someone explains it to me, I still try to find a better way to phrase a place 
considered a “food desert”. So, this past Summer while I was working at an urban 
farm in Camden, my supervisor introduced me to the term “food swamp”. A food 
swamp refers to “neighborhoods saturated with fast food chains, corner stores, 
and other unhealthy food providers.” This is what describes most urban areas 
(Destination HealthEU). 

Since my childhood, my family has traveled to our local produce junction 
in Camden and we have a “supermarket” called PriceRite which used to be 
PathMark. Despite the couple of Save A’ Lots that are around the city, we also 
have an Aldi’s Supermarkets and a store called Cousin’s Supermarket. Looking 
from the outside, these “grocery stores” seem like nothing compared to Whole 
Foods, Trader Joes, and ShopRite, but some of them do sell healthy foods that 
include fresh fruits and vegetables. Although these places may not be filled with 
everything that is nutritious for the body, it is enough to eradicate the phrase 
food desert when describing Camden. Not everyone in the area lives a mile or 
more away from accessibility to healthy foods, but others may. Instead of having 
a fresh grocery store to shop, there is a local corner store or fast food restaurant 
down the street that would provide quick and cheap food for that time of day; 
this is where food swamps come in. 

Are Urban 
Communities Faced 
with Food Deserts 
or Food Swamps? 
 

By Naajia Shakir 

down the street that would provide quick and cheap food for that time of day; down the street that would provide quick and cheap food for that time of day; 
this is where food swamps come in. 
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Corner stores or bodegas are literally around every single street within 
Camden, they begin to disappear once someone enters the downtown area, but 
that is another story for another article. These stores are so tempting as they sell 
water, ice, any kind of beverage, french fries, hoagies, ramen, hot sauce, eggs, 
and almost everything that one would think belongs in a small supermarket. For 
those who have never been in a corner store, it is kind of like any Rutgers Cafe 
but has more variety of foods. Even though a family may have food stamps to 
buy food, if there is not easy accessibility to a grocery store, they just buy chips, 
a sandwich, and a $1 Arizona Iced Tea to satisfy their hunger. I would know 
because I am guilty of buying these exact same items when I am home. This may 
be perceived as unhealthy and disgusting, but many of us Rutgers students buy 
the same things with our meal swipes. Yes, I am aware we are broke college 
students, but most of the people that reside in 
urban towns are also broke. The difference is 
that even though a college student may eat 
unhealthy in school, that may not be the same 
case when they eat at home living around 
grocery stores with healthy and nutritious 
foods. This is different for someone living in an 
urban community, as they may eat unhealthy 
with only a few good meals all year round. 

The point I am trying to make is that we should change our vocabulary 
and call urban, impoverished areas food swamps rather than food deserts. There 
is some accessibility to healthy foods but when one is surrounded by unhealthy 
food options, they tend to go for the latter first before traveling to a grocery 
store. For years people have been trying to battle the epidemic of food swamps 
in inner cities by creating urban farms, speaking to public health officials, and 
donating fresh produce to local families. As solutions for when malnourished 
communities develop, let us try to reevaluate the way we view urban areas and 
their health issues. They are confined by several unhealthy food options with 
only a few healthy ones, making it a food swamp and not a food desert. 
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November marks Native American Indian Heritage Month, a time to celebrate and 

pay tribute to a rich history and culture of the American Indian tribes. This month is time to 

recognize native peoples as the original inhabitants, explorers and settlers of the United 

States (Library of Congress). In the same spirit of Native American Indian Heritage Month, 

cities and universities have been part of a movement to reimagine Columbus Day each 

October, opting instead for Indigenous Peoples’ Day.  

The purposes of Indigenous Peoples’ Day and Native American Heritage Month are 

more than celebrating culture and people, however. They are responses to “a Euro-

American narrative that reinstitutes the marginalization of Indigenous cultures and 

knowledge” (Zotigh and Gokey). The seizure of indigenous land, along with the genocide 

of indigenous peoples and their cultures through American history is no secret. This legacy 

of erasing indigenous identity contributes to serious health disparities. Compared to the 

average for the U.S. population, native American Indians are 3.2 times as likely to die of 

diabetes, and 6.6 times as likely to suffer from alcohol-induced death (Indian Health 

Service).  

The disproportionate burdens that indigenous people face also extends to 

environmental injustices too. Salient examples of degradation of native lands and spaces 

come to mind with the Keystone XL pipeline, the proposed Yucca Mountain Nuclear Waste 

Site, and dumping sites like the Ford Motor Plant Superfund site in North Jersey 

(Laventure, Zimmer).  

As students, it is our role to make sure our campus space is used as a platform for 

issues of injustice that do not get proper recognition or care. The Students of Color for 

Native American Indian Heritage Month and 
Environmental Justice at Rutgers University 

By John Milligan 
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Environmental Justice (SOCEJ) campaign here at Rutgers University works to expand the 

discussion of environmental justice on campus. “Environmental justice reimagines our 

social, economic, cultural, and environmental structures so that no one is impacted by 

pollutants and toxic impacts” says Emily Cheng, co-founder of SOCEJ and a SEBS senior. 

“Environmental movements need to broaden their view of environmental problems in order 

to make the movement more inclusive and accessible, and to allow people who are actually 

impacted by environmental harms to be part of this space.”  

Enacting environmental justice means including a diverse cast of voices in the 

discussion. In the context of indigenous justice, this means bringing a native perspective to 

the forefront. Melanie Arroyave and Barbara Shi—both 2020 Rutgers Institute for Women’s 

Leadership Scholars—are the co-founders of the RU Native podcast, an initiative between 

the Institute for Women’s Leadership and the Rutgers History and American Studies 

Departments. Arroyave explains that The RU Native podcast serves as a platform to 

“discuss Native American history and culture within the United States, featuring the latest 

news topics that shape the Native American way of life, including healthcare delivery, 

education, economic opportunities, native youth, music, art, and more.” 

Arroyave goes on to explain that the “[RU Native] mission is to raise awareness 

among Rutgers students and faculty to demand for a Department of Indigenous Studies, 

[creating a] dialogue about the lack of indigenous representation in various fields to students 

and faculty through our podcast and mini-documentary. Currently, Rutgers is the only 

school in the Big 10 without a significant Native American and Indigenous Studies 

commitment, manifested as either a department, program, minor or certificate program. 

Rutgers offers none of these.” 

RU Native is working towards the creation of an indigenous community and for a 

space to accommodate this community that seems so unacknowledged here on campus. “We 

are troubled by the shamefully low enrollment of Native students at Rutgers” Arroyave says. 

“In 2015 Indian Country Today published an article about Rutgers University that 
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highlighted: Of the 65,000 undergraduate and graduate students attending school on 

Rutgers’ three campuses, only 60 are Native.” 

Part of creating this community means hiring indigenous scholars and educators, as 

part of a commitment to building a department of indigenous studies. Arroyave concludes 

that, “A group of dedicated faculty can do much in the way of programming, teaching, 

mentoring, outreach, and community building at Rutgers.” One critical component of 

decolonizing higher education and achieving environmental justice at Rutgers will be to 

carve out spaces in academia for indigenous studies and indigenous voices. 
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Barriers to Growth:  
Factors that Limit  
Production of Urban Gardens 

Urban agriculture has existed 

throughout history, concurrently within 

many civilizations ranging from Persia, to 

Machu Picchu, to turn of the century 

America. The intent of converting land, 

whether private or public, into productive 

green spaces was meant to reduce the 

burden and overdependence of 

agricultural products supported by rural 

areas, especially in times of war or famine. 

It should be noted that it is a large 
oversimplification to tie the rise in 

permaculture for civilizations based on a 

few factors that are at times treated very 

differently. Current studies show that an 

increase in controlled green spaces in 

urban areas can improve air quality, 

reduce available, impervious surfaces, and 

combat the urban heat island effect. In the 

United States, community gardens have 
risen in numbers past the World War I&II 

necessity to around 3 million since 2013.  

While public interest in 

urban community gardens 

has grown in response to 

the increasing 
awareness at the 

necessity of local 

food production 
there are both 

institutional and 

historical barriers that limit the growth 

and productivity of urban community 

gardens.

Industrial factories brought people 

in search of employment to cities; when 

the factories left, the people stayed, living 

in the legacy of what those factories gifted 

to the city. That legacy includes organic 

pollutants and heavy metals that remain in 

the soils surrounding and nearby the 
factories, which includes, homes, schools, 

and empty plots of land. For empty plots of 

land that are converted to a community 

garden, there will likely be pollutants at 

higher concentrations than the 

concentrations in the soil’s rural 

counterpart. Livestock like chickens raised 

in urban farms in New York City have been 

found to have lead concentrations 

between 10 and 167 μg/kg in 48% of the 

eggs they produce. To mitigate 

contamination issues in crop production, 

many community gardens 

use different styles of 

gardening such as 

container and raised 

bed gardening. The 

former is meant for 
community gardens 

of limited space 

where vegetables 

By Toyosi Dickson 

82 
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can be grown in large pots of multiple 

sizes, shapes, and mediums. Raised bed 
gardening utilizes a 3x3 to 20x4 feet 

enclosure of an enriched organic soil 

mixture that is elevated and separated 
from the surrounding soil. Not all 

community gardens are suitable for raised 

bed or even container gardens based on 
the quality of the surrounding soil.  

An urban environment is an 
inherent barrier to construction and 

development of community gardens. City 

planners typically 

prioritize land use in 

urban environments for 

industrial production, 

housing, businesses, 

streets, etc., without 

taking into consideration 

how to incorporate food 

systems in the 

infrastructure of urban 
plans. A study from 2012 

found that 28% of 

farmers and 23% of 

urban planners listed 

access to adequate and 

productive land as the 

largest barrier to urban 

agriculture. Zoning ordinances can be too 

vague for farmers and urban planners to 
interpret straightforward regulations in 

land use for agricultural production. 

Agricultural production through special 

use zoning permits are cost prohibitive by 

nature on top of the strict rules on what 

and how much can be grown.  Other times 
public spaces like parks have hyper

specific regulations for what can be grown, 

how tall it can grow, water use, how much 
can be sold and even more minute details. 

Empty plots are the first things that come 

to mind when people imagine spaces for 
community garden and urban agriculture 

in general. Often empty lots are not viable 

options because they are, once again, too 
cost prohibitive. The ways in which urban 

agriculture is stymied by vague regulation 

must be addressed to promote urban 
agricultural spaces. 

The maintenance of community 
farms is disadvantaged to earn federal 

support because the United States food 

system had been structured to subsidize 

commodity crops like corn, sugar, and 
wheat. Subsidization and federal price 

support of commodity crops were initially 

a means to support cash crop farmers in 

the 1940s, create a controlled supply of 

storable crops, and control crop prices 

from becoming too low. Secretary of 
Agriculture Earl Butz of the Nixon 

administration would later shift 

agricultural policy that favored 
overproduction of subsidized cash crops of 
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industrial farms rather than promoting 

mixed cover crop farming as Henry 
Wallace, President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s 

Secretary of Agriculture, intended. Outside 

of the global implications the policy shift 
has had on food production on the global 

south, urban farms are monetarily 

disadvantaged as they try to grow, sell, 
and make a profit off their vegetable 

crops. The high cost of maintenance 

compounded with a lack of funding makes 

it difficult for local producers to maintain 

their community farms as federal policy 

has been slowly shifting against them. 

Despite what can be at times an 

overwhelming array of barriers to 

construct, maintain, and build urban 

gardens, urban gardens have grown in 

number and in public interest. To promote 

urban agriculture cities, urban planners 

need to incorporate agriculture for land 

use when it comes to zoning laws and 
business regulations, and even more so to 

regulate products produced in 

contaminated plots of land. 
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Stay quiet and listen to the sea of thoughts in my mind 

Internal turbulence urges me to ask the sky  

How to live deliberately  

When each day repeats 

 

But Sunrise is not monotonous - 

Unforeseeable divine accomplishments 

can redefine our consciousness  

exploring extraordinary progress  

 

The passing clouds remind me of clocks 

ticking, melting, telling  

tales about time 

we feel time 

based on how stars align 

based on how we decide 

to perceive movement, 

as change and growth, 

we may never know, 

so we travel as shadows, 

Poems for the Trail  
 By Anna Forsman 
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Wind rushes in as doors swing open, 

Sun trickles in through stained glass windows, 

Vines build lives on walls outside.  

Earth calls us to Question what we’ve Created, 

Where we exist, 

the nature of our reality. 

We can learn from each other, 

and wake up, 

to find the truth 

that will sustain us. that will sustain us.

ve Created,

that will sustain us.

If we run towards the sunset  

sharing stories of what we want to be 

We can get closer to the world we long to live in 

Where we call the wind by name 

And whisper truths from treetops 

Embracing continuity 
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E arlier this year in March, the 
United Nations General 
Assembly warned the rest of 
the world that we only have 11 
years to prevent irreversible 
dam age f rom c l im ate 
change. What does the great 
state of New Jersey do? Build 
a mega mall in the heart of 
the Meadowland wetlands, of course. 

       The Canadian-based company, 
known as Triple Five, recently opened 
this behemoth of a mall that includes 
two theme parks, a shopping mall, an 
NHL-sized ice rink, and a ski slope, on 
October 25th, 2019 (Thomas). If you are 
a resident of New Jersey, there is a 
chance you have seen the 
multicolored skeleton of the three 
million square feet mall as you drove 
through East Rutherford for the past 10
-15 years. However, as the mall grows 

in all its gaudiness this year and the 
year to come, the long history of this 
development is tainted with decades 
of tax breaks, environmental 
concerns, and economic disputes. 

       Back in 1996, when the 
development was proposed as the 
Meadowlands Mills Mall, the original 
blueprints planned to fill around “206 

acres of polluted but still federally 
protected wetlands” under the 

Clinton and Bush administrations (New 
York Times News Service). Over the 

next ten years, acquisition of the 
mall hovered between various 
companies like Mack-Cali, Simon 
Property Group, and Xanadu. 
Ultimately, the strike of the Great 
Recession impacted many of the 
original retailers, and a Canadian 
company under the name of 
Triple Five Group took final 
acquisition of the complex and 

The The The The NightmareNightmare NightmareNightmareNightmare That Is . . .NightmareNightmare That Is . . .That Is . . .That Is . . .That Is . . .That Is . . .That Is . . .That Is . . . That Is . . .That Is . . .

The American Dream Mall
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rebranded the mall as the American 
Dream (Thomas). Originally amassing 
206 acres, the Triple Five Group 
pushed the envelope and claimed 
that the mall would grow to three 
million square feet with new theme 
park additions (Thomas). 

         However, all of this growth does 
not come cheap, and an audit made 
by the state shows $11 billion dollars in 
tax breaks for the construction of this 
mall over the decades. The Sierra 
Club’s New Jersey Chapter notes that 

the ‘biggest corporate subsidies in the 

state went to the [American Dream] 
Mall with tax subsidies that are now 
reaching over $1.5 billion. The special 
provisions given to the development 
for expansion, as well as the countless 
amounts of tax breaks and subsidies, 
repeatedly indicate the state’s siding 

with special interests rather than 
various impending social, economic, 
health, and environmental issues that 
affect New Jerseyans. 

       After countless efforts and 
appeals by various environmental 
groups to restr ict the mal l ’s 

construction for the sake of the 
Meadowlands, many corporate 
executives deemed the wetlands as 
unredeemable after years of industrial 
dumping in the 1970s; even though 
the wildlife and health of the marshes 

have s i gn i f ic an t l y  im proved. 
According to Jeff Tittel, the director of 
NJ’s Sierra Club chapter, many of the 

tax subsidies for the mall were taken 
from the Clean Energy Fund and the 
E x x o n  S e t t l e m e n t  F u n d — a l l 
organizations that would be helping 
with toxic waste cleanup and 
Brownfield remediation projects that 
are long overdue for the state (Tittel). 
It is unsettling to know that there are 
millions of taxpayer dollars being 
pumped into a mega mall, while toxic 
waste sites exist next to working class 
neighborhoods, lead ridden water 
continues to be consumed by children 
in Newark, and particulate laden air is 
inhaled by thousands in our state. It is 
unsettling to know that a hotspot for 
some of the state’s most important 

wildlife and a buffer for flooding is 
being depleted with taxpayer money. 
The American Dream Mall has 
successfully manifested itself into an 
American nightmare that threatens 
precious wildlife and human health. 
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Breastfeeding: what does it have to do with being eco friendly? It seems like a 

rather odd combination, but breastfeeding has much less of an impact on the 

environment than artificial formulas. Ultimately, breastfeeding saves the time, energy, 

and waste that would occur in the process involved in turning milk into its powdered 

form. Breastfeeding is also overall healthier for both the mother and child. Now it is 

time to talk about the breastfeeding versus formula facts!

A large portion of formulas are based on cows’ milk. According to 

ecofriendlyfood.org.au, “the dairy industry is a major user of resources such as water, 

energy, feed (including grain) and land and a producer of pollutants that contribute to 

environmental damage”.  A huge result of the dairy industry is methane, which comes 

from the cows burping out about 280 liters of methane per day. Methane is a major 

greenhouse gas and has 23 times the Global Warming Potential (GWP) of carbon 

dioxide. GWP, to clarify, “is a measure of how much energy the emissions of 1 ton of a 

gas will absorb over a given period of time, relative to the emissions of 1 ton of carbon 

dioxide” (EPA). 

Creating formula wastes scarce resources and causes pollution that can be 

prevented by breastfeeding. The production of the formula  start to finish  uses things 

like paper, cardboard, aluminum, plastic, steel, and tin, which all require energy to 

produce. These materials are later not even recycled properly once the formula is used 

up because people simply do not know that they should recycle their containers. For 

example, “for every one million formula fed babies, 150 million containers of formula 

are consumed; while some of those containers could be recycled, many end up in 

landfills” (NCBI). This is an extremely large number of materials being wasted and not 

being recycled properly  and can be avoided if women chose to breastfeed rather buy 

formula.  

being recycled properly and can be avoided if women chose to breastfeed rather buy 

formula.  

    Breastfeeding is Green! 

By Natalia Binkowski 
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Tensteps.org explains that “breast milk is a naturally-renewable resource that 

requires no packaging, shipping, or disposal.” Therefore, it does not harm the 

environment and can help reduce the amount of waste being produced daily. All the 

energy used in producing the artificial formula products - gathering and transporting 

materials (contributing to food miles), boiling and cooling water constantly, 

manufacturing tons of baby bottles, and more - can be reduced significantly if women 

breastfeed their babies. In addition to the environmental aspects, breastfeeding can 

also help the mother and baby psychologically since it helps them bond more and can 

lower risks of postpartum depression for the mother. For women who can breastfeed 

with no complications, breastfeeding is a greener, healthier way of feeding their babies 

for the first few months of their lives. And yes, breastfeeding does still have 

environmental impacts. Mothers need increased vitamins, water, food and sometimes 

may be using electric breast pumps. It is best to refrigerate their breast milk, warming 

their cooled breastmilk, and washing the equipment they use.  

Unfortunately, the impacts of artificial formula products are a lot worse and 

larger scale in terms of the environment. Moreover, the costs of using artificial 

formulas - whether economically or relating to the baby’s and mother’s health - might 

not be worth it for many families. Breastfeeding appears to be the way to go when 

feeding babies in their first months of life. In many cases, breastfeeding is not only 

helping the environment, in a way, but also helping the long-term health of the woman 

and her baby.  
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Zero Waste Part II: Students for Zero Waste Conference Zero Waste Part II: Students for Zero Waste Conference  Zero Waste Part II: Students for Zero Waste Conference Zero Waste Part II: Students for Zero Waste Conference 

Rebecca McGrath 

Recently I went to the Students for Zero Waste Conference at the University of 

Pennsylvania in Philadelphia on October 13. This conference was hosted by the Post 

Landfill Action Network, otherwise known as PLAN. There were multiple sessions at time 

from which you could choose to attend. Some sessions had speakers who were 

professionals, while others were speakers who were students. The entire event was as 

Zero Waste as possible, with reusable containers for food. My agenda looked like this: 

Atlas: Creating a Zero Waste Map for UVM, Panel: Zero Waste 101, Break Free from 

Plastic, Composting: From food scraps to healthy soils, Activity Fair and Recycling is not 

dead, just broken. I learned a lot from this conference, and I am going to break down 

everything I learned by session. 

Atlas: Creating a Zero Waste Map for UVM  
This session was presented by a student at the University of Vermont, who had 

spent the summer before their senior year creating a zero waste plan for their school. I 

learned that the definition of zero waste (90% diversion from landfill and incineration) is 

the wrong way to look at zero waste because it relies on compost and recycling. Zero 

Waste should be more focused on not creating waste than trying to reuse all the waste 

you create. At UVM, the speaker decided to create a zero waste plan for her school. This 

included scheduling interviews with the heads of the departments at UVM and asking 

them about the waste in their departments. Almost all the departments were willing to 

work with her, and she found on the biggest issues was the lack of communication 

between departments. She also had UVM’s department of sustainability help her conduct 

the interviews. The session then had everyone break into groups to talk about their 

schools sustainability. This was 

interesting to me, but also extremely 

frustrating at the same time. 

Throughout the session, I felt like this 

would be impossible at Rutgers. 

Rutgers does not have an Office of 

Sustainability. Students have tried 

contacting departments like Dining 

Services, only to have their concerns 

not take seriously. Everything done at 

Rutgers to be more sustainable has 

only been at a small scale. A lot of the 
A Compost Pile
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people I met in this session came from small colleges who already had established offices 

of sustainability or green initiatives at their schools. It was a little disheartening to feel 

like people from outside of Rutgers would not understand the differences in culture 

between small and large school or regional differences in attitudes towards sustainability 

that make it harder for changes to be made. 

Zero Waste 101 Panel 
 The next session I went to was a panel of speakers that talked about their 

organizations. These speakers were Sarah Martik from the Center for Coalfield Justice, 

Claire Arkin from GAIA, Seb Egerton Read from Ellen MacArthur Foundation, Ailbhe 

Pascal from Philadelphia Area Co operative Alliance, and Kate Bailey from Eco Cycle 

Solutions. Since there were a lot of speakers in this session, I will discuss the two I found 

the most interesting: Sarah Martik and Kate Bailey.

Kate Bailey discussed the origins of Recycling. 

Recycling started out as a group of volunteers in the 1970’s 

who would come by in school buses and sort through 

everyone’s curbside recycling for them. However, in the 

90’s, recycling became streamlined and commodified. The 

economy around recycling was created, and the goods that 

could make money controlled recycling. Eco Cycle is one of 

the oldest NGO’s that started one of the first curbside 

pickup systems. Today they employ about 5,000 people and 

are based in Boulder, Colorado. Recycling has made the 

movement towards zero waste get stuck. According to 

Bailey, the whole system needs to change. 

Sarah Martik’s talk was mostly focused on the mining and fracking industries in 

Pennsylvania. She discussed the strong cultural ties in the area, as well as the impacts of 

fracking on the land. She especially touched on their use of plastics, and the economic 

transition from dry to wet gas. The Center for Coalfield Justice focuses on changing the 

culture and stopping the fracking companies in western Pennsylvania.

Break Free from Plastic 
This session was comprised of two presentations. One from students at the College 

of the Atlantic and another from students at Bennington College. The presentation from 

College of the Atlantic focused on the school’s zero waste initiatives. Everyone at the 

school has the same major human ecology, and participates in work study. At COA, they 

refer to waste as discarded resources. This simple change in phrasing means a different 

view of what normally most people call trash. Students sort through the discarded 

resources, either finding a way for it to be used or it gets donated. The school has a set 

A T shirt from the Event 
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donations place where students can find what they need 

without having to by it. At the end of every year, they 

reveal how much waste has been produced. Each year the 

amount has been less and less. Their goal is to have 90% 

of the discarded resources be diverted from landfills by 

2025, which they are ahead of meeting their goal. This is 

something students are introduced at orientation at the 

school, and because the school is already very 

environmentally conscious, there are rarely any 

objections. New students quickly learn that is how things 

are done at the school. 

The presentation from Bennington college focused on how plastics were rapidly 

increasing in the oceans. Something horrifying but interesting I learned, is that people 

consume 5 grams of plastic a week. At this point, it is not just the wildlife but us as well. 

The students at Bennington advocated from a ban on plastic bags in their area by 

advocating at the Vermont State Legislature.

Composting: Food Scraps to Healthy Soils & Recycling Isn’t Dead, Just Broken  
This presentation was from students are the New College of Florida. The New 

College of Florida has a campus wide composting program. This includes a composting 

class, and composting collection bins that students can rent. They went over basic 

composting concepts and discussed their college’s 

program. Their campus wide collection system is run by 

students who are in the composting class, which is taught 

by two student teaching assistants. This allows the 

program to keep going, and the fact that it is student run 

allows for students to stay engaged in the program. After 

this session, there was an activity fair that had various 

zero waste crafts. These included making a shirt, a bag 

and repairing old clothing. There were also shirts and 

reusable utensils for sale. There were also free stickers 

and soap samples. Also, different environmental groups 

from the area were there tabling. After the activity fair, was the last presentation. 

Recycling isn’t Dead just Broken was pretty much a repeat of the zero waste panel, since 

it had the same presenter Kate Bailey. Overall, the conference was very informative.   

Soap Samples from the Event

Free Stickers!
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As a 21 year old college student, I have often felt 

as though my individual efforts to reduce the 

impacts of climate change are never sufficient 

enough to elicit any real change. It must be noted 

that individual efforts unequivocally contribute 

to the collective impact of reducing carbon 

emissions, but while I continue to make 

sustainable life choices daily, I still have within 

me a deep longing to do more than just “spread 

awareness” on the issue. I have yearned for my 

voice to be heard, and I believe that taking action against a government that seems 

entirely unbothered by such an existential threat might be the only way to do so. 

Last February I was present at an RU Progressive meeting on campus when a Hub 

Coordinator from the Jersey Shore Sunrise Movement came to recruit members to stand 

up against a U.S. Senator’s efforts to deny a proposal of climate solutions. The expense

paid opportunity would bring volunteers to Washington D.C. to protest against Mitch 

McConnell and his decision to rush the Green New Deal to a vote, which he believed 

would strike it down the Senate. I was hesitant to sign up for this opportunity because 

with no prior protesting experience or knowledge of the Sunrise Movement, I had 

absolutely no idea what to expect. I soon changed my mind as I came to realize that this 

was the action that I had been longing for. This was my moment to fight for my future 

and take action in a country that I believe has become stagnant in the awareness stage of 

implementing change. 

On February 24th, 2019, I drove down to St. Stephen and the Incarnation Church 

in Washington D.C. where I was graciously welcomed to join with at least 100 other 

activists from around the country. We all sat in for a conference in which the Sunrise 

Movement organizers went over our comprehensive protest strategy plan from start to 

finish. I was truly amazed at the amount of thought and effort put into the strategy 

coordination; every last aspect of the plan was covered, from the time and place of 

As a 21

as though my individual efforts to reduce the 

As a 21
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meeting to our standing 

positions in line. I was 

asked to make an important 

decision—whether or not I 

wanted to be part of the red 

team protestors. Joining the 

red team meant joining the 

group with the highest risk 

of arrest as we would be 

the individuals protesting 

within the confines of 

Mitch McConnell’s office. 

The organization’s lawyer 

ensured us that being arrested would not stain our records as there was a clear 

distinction between a conviction and an arrest. There was no guarantee that arrests 

would occur the following day, but I decided that it was time to go big or go home, thus 

volunteering for the red team. That same night I slept in a sleeping bag on the church 

basement floor, taking the time to mentally prepare for what was about to be one of the 

most exhilarating experiences of my life. 

On the morning of February 25th, I organized with many other activists of the 

Sunrise Movement outside of the Russell Senate Office Building on Capitol Hill, where 

we prepared for the incoming demonstration. We 

immediately swarmed the building as our numbers 

stretched from the very bottom of the staircase 

leading up into Senator McConnell’s office. Several 

activists gathered and spoke in the office lobby 

while dozens more lined the hallways, many of 

whom wore black and yellow shirts and held signs 

with slogans such as "Mitch, look us in the eyes.” A 

series of speeches were then issued by native 

Kentuckians giving insight into how climate change 

has affected their daily lives and calling for the 

adoption of the Green New Deal. It was not until we 

began to sing the chant “which side are you on” that 

tensions began to rise, prompting Capitol Police to 

issue warnings and begin making arrests. One by 

one activists were being arrested before my very 

while dozens more lined the hallways, many of 

meeting to our standing 

positions in line. I was 

asked to make an important 

decision

wanted to be part of the red 

team protestors. Joining the 

red team meant joining the 

group with the highest risk 

of arrest as we would be 

the individuals protesting 

within the confines of 

Mitch McConnell

The organization
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eyes, and it was not until I was one of the last remaining demonstrators that my hands 

grew cold and my heart grew warm. United under a single cause, we overcame fear and 

replaced it with fidelity to our cause, which manifested as an impetus zeal that engulfed 

the entire atmosphere. With my hands constricted behind my back and chills rattling 

down my spine, we continued to sing with valor as were escorted out of the building. We 

were then transported to the detention facility where background checks were 

conducted and we were released within the next two hours. Our demonstration went 

viral as it caught the interest of several media sites such as CNN, Politico, The Hill, and 

NowThis, all of which have since published photos, videos and articles in response. 

What started off as a mere expedition taken on a leap of faith ended up being an 

experience that fulfilled the very depths of who I am and what I fight for. Living through 

the mundane experiences of a monotonous life can often make you lose track of your 

purpose and the greater things in life. However, for the first time in my life I finally felt 

part of a bigger whole. Nothing will ever take away the fulfillment I experienced during 

this demonstration and I am proud to say that I took part in a movement that will go 

down in history books as a movement that saved Planet Earth.
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“T he earth is finite. Its ability to absorb 

wastes and destructive effluent is finite. 

Its ability to provide food and energy is finite. 

Its ability to provide for growing numbers of 

people is finite…Current economic practices 

which damage the environment, in both 

developed and underdeveloped nations, 

cannot be continued without the risk that 

vital global systems will be damaged beyond 

repair” (Warning to Humanity 1992). 

Similarly, Paul Ehrlich in his 1968 book The 

Population Bomb stated, “The battle to feed all 

of humanity is over” (Mann). Based on these 

statements, you might assume that 

overpopulation is a significant  
problem, and something must  
be done to fix the problem. I do not  
personally view 
 overpopulation as 

a problem at all, 

and I think there 

are plenty of 

legitimate reasons 

to argue that 

increased 

population is a 

good thing. For 

purposes of this 

article, I will refrain from positing my 

skepticism towards the views of the 

Malthusian position (Merriam Webster).  

The Malthusian position is that it is 

impossible for the Earth to successfully 

accommodate the basic needs of every 

individual (food, clothing, housing etc.…) 

because of overpopulation. Of course, the 

severity of overpopulation is hotly debated 

among the Malthusian position. The most 

extreme view could be summed up as 

“overpopulation is the ultimate problem 

facing humanity”. Paul Ehrlich was famous for 

expressing this in his writings. Most people 

from the Malthusian position would agree 

with the basic premise from Paul Ehrlich  
that overpopulation  
is a problem,  
but would disagree 

with Ehrlich’s notion 

that humanity faces 

the threat of mass 

extinction because of 

overpopulation. Some 

have criticized 

Ehrlich’s work for 

being too radical or 

extreme. Instead, they 

Food is Replaceable  

but  

You are Not Replaceable  

(Part II) By Ryan Piccininni 

Paul Ehrlich next to his book The Population Bomb 
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have proposed a more moderate stance on 

the issue of overpopulation (Agarwal). 

 The moderate stance could be 

summed as “overpopulation is a major issue, 

but it’s not the ultimate issue that must be 

resolved”. They would further argue that the 

severe food shortage in certain parts of the 

world such as Africa could be attributed to 

poor distribution of resources, and the 

government’s inability to provide a stable 

job economy for people to invest in to 

adequately provide for their families  

(Sundaram, Elver) (Hunger and Famine in 

Africa). 

 It would be fair to ask how much 

starvation is attributed to overpopulation, 

and how much is attributed to poor 

distribution of resources according to the 

Malthusian position. I do not know if 

anyone from the Malthusian position has 

given a precise answer to that question, but 

it might be irrelevant anyway for two 

reasons. One; there is widespread 

disagreement on how severe of a problem 

overpopulation is, and two; it would be 

extremely difficult to give a reasonable 

assessment of how severe the problem is. 

There are too many variables to consider. 

 Regardless, the Malthusian position 

is correct that the overall population of the 

planet is rapidly growing. In 1974, the 

population of the Earth was estimated at 4 

billion, then in 1999, the population of the 

Earth stood at an estimated 6 billion. It is 

estimated that the Earth’s population will 

stand at about 9 billion in 2037, and 11 

billion by 2086 (Abegão). 

 As human populations grow, more 

and more of the Earth’s natural resources 

will be depleted in order to accommodate 

the ever-growing population. Animal 

species will subsequently be killed to feed 

mass amounts of people. Entire forests will 

be destroyed to house people. Eventually, if 

this continues, there will be no resources 

left to successfully provide for everyone. 

The 3rd article of this series will focus on 

the Marxist position that overpopulation is a 

false problem.  
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 That large, bright, orange-yellow 

star in our solar system is so interesting, 

isn’t it? The star in question is the 

wonderful Sun. It’s appreciated because it 

“warms our seas, stirs our atmosphere, 

generates our weather patterns, and gives 

energy to the growing green plants that 

provide the food and oxygen for life on 

Earth” (NASA). The sun has many other 

uses for humans that are now being 

discovered. One of those discoveries is its 

ability to produce solar energy, which can 

be used to generate electricity. With the 

current green movement discouraging the 

use of fossil fuels, it’s important that we 

invest in renewable forms of energy. Solar 

energy is the cleanest form of energy 

currently available. One key country taking 

advantage of this valuable resource is 

Chile. 
 The research 

and investment in 

solar energy was 

primarily pioneered 

by Trees, Water and 

People, a non-for-
profit run by 

conservationists who 

launched a for-profit 

subsidiary aimed at 

bringing more solar 

power to Latin America (Shahan, Z). They 

chose to begin their mission in Chile 

because of the “high potential for solar 

power due to world record solar radiation 

levels intensity up to 3500 kWh/m2 per 

year in the northern desert part of the 

country” (Sustainable Success Stories). The 

Atacama Desert is a very ideal location for 

solar panels because of its lack of clouds 

and its consistent hot weather reaching up 

to 104 °F on some days (Williams). In 2014, 

the Chilean government looked into 

alternative energy sources because there 

were very limited oil, gas, and coal 

supplies available (Oksen). It was 

becoming expensive to purchase fossil 

fuel imports, so they decided to research 

green energy - primarily solar power 

(Oksen).   
 
 Many projects 

have been started  
in different desert 

regions since 2014. 

One of them is  
the Cerro Dominador 

solar complex in  
the Atacama Desert, 

which was completed 

in 2017. It has 10,600 

mirrors that follow 
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the sun’s position 

and “reflect the solar 

radiation onto 
 a 200m high 

tower” (Oksen). With 

both solar panels and 

concentrated solar 

power, the complex 

can dispatch energy 

at all times (Oksen). The absorbed heat is 

transferred into molten salt used for 

steam power whenever the solar panels 

cannot be active (Oksen). However, the 

most successful project was arguably the 

Amanecer Solar CAP, a photovoltaic 

power plant, near Copiapó in the Atacama 

Desert that was completed in 2014 

(Shahan, C). It generates 270 gigawatt-
hours of electricity yearly, providing 

power to 125,000 homes in Chile (Shahan, 

C). It is the “largest photovoltaic solar 

power plant in Latin America and one of 

the world’s biggest solar power 

plants” (Shahan, C). 
 In October 2015, the Ministry of 

Energy announced its "Roadmap to 2050: 

A Sustainable and Inclusive Strategy" to 

the public which included their plan for 

“19% of the country's electricity to be 

from solar energy, 23% wind power, and 

29% hydroelectric power” (Fox). Although 

there have been slight setbacks like 

balancing power supply and demand, and 

getting confidence from investors, these 

goals, along with several other projects 

have been incredibly successful within the 

past five years. With the price of solar 

power going down globally for the past 

several years, Chile has been able to 

expand its solar programs even further. As 

of last year, Chile “produced about 7% of 

its electricity from solar power” (IRENA). 

In addition, Chile 

has “almost 75% of 

the installed solar 

power capacity in 

Latin America despite 

making up only 3% 

of the region’s 

population” (Oksen). 

Solar power sent to 

their central grid has quadrupled since 

2013, and they are producing more 

electricity “than they know what to do 

with” (DiStasio). In fact, certain prices for 

solar electricity dropped to zero for 113 

days in 2016 (DiStasio). These efforts have 

helped reduce overall energy costs and 

diversified energy sources in Chile. It is 

very likely that Chile will become a world 

leader in solar energy at this rate. 
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R ecently, in the United States, the 
amount of recycling has decreased. China 
used to be the biggest importer for 
recycled materials, especially from the 
United States. However, China “stopped 

accepting most foreign recyclables as 
part of an effort to crack down on the 
country’s pollution,” (Lieber 2019). 

China’s ban on foreign recyclables may 

result in a slow downfall of the global 
recycling system. As a result, Australia has 
resorted to burying its trash, while 
Canada sends some trash to landfills or 
burns it. The issue of recycling is 
becoming more prominent as climate 
change awareness increases. The less 

access to recycling in the 
United States is a threat 
to the Earth and may 
contribute to the 
worsening of climate 
change. If leaders  
from each country  
that received foreign 
recycling worked 
 together to collectively 
find short term and long 
term solutions to increase 
recycling as opposed to 
only doing what they 
think is best for an 
individual country, it may 
be more beneficial for 
the entire planet.  
 Since the lack of 

recycling access due to China’s refusal to 

take foreign recyclables, it has become 
more expensive for recycling 
municipalities in America. “These 

municipalities have two choices: pay 
much higher rates to get rid of recycling, 
or throw it all away” (Semuels, 2019). 
However, the action of throwing all 
recyclables away may be 
counterproductive because it is 
contributing to climate change issues as 
well as the increase in cost of landfills. 

Recycle 

By Sucheta Gandhi 

“It’s getting expensive to ship 

waste hundreds of  miles to those 
landfills. Some dumps are raising 

costs to deal with all this extra 
waste,” (Semuels, 2019).  
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Instead, countries should work together 
to fund alternative methods of recycling 
and increase access to recycling facilities. 
The environmental benefits of recycling 
include preserving natural resources, 
protecting ecosystems and wildlife, 
saving energy, and reducing landfill 
waste. Although throwing away 
recyclables may seem like an easy 
solution, it contributes to climate 
change.  
 Alternative methods to make 
recycling accessible should be 
implemented in the United 
States and around the world. 
Different methods of 
recycling that are used in 
other countries 
should be studied 
and applied to 
recycling in the 
United States. Since 
the cost of 
recycling is going 
to be more expensive 
either way, recycling 
municipalities should 
negotiate with China to develop 
alternatives to managing recyclables, 
instead of municipalities paying higher 
rates in order to recycle. Since throwing 
away recyclables is only a temporary 
solution to the issue of having too much 
trash, awareness needs to be spread in 
order to increase funding for recyclables: 
Awareness to make the public realize the 
urgent necessity to address the issue of 
the lack of recycling and the negative 
environmental effect of more garbage. If 

recycling municipalities reach out to the 
public through the media, describing the 
effects of climate change on ecosystems, 
there may be more funding from the 
public, which will go toward the 
development of recycling alternatives.   
 The issue of recycling has become 
more prominent since China has stopped 
accepting foreign recyclable goods. 
Recycling municipalities have started to 
throw away their recyclables because it is 
more convenient as opposed to paying 

high prices to recycle. 
However, media attention 

to the public may  
raise awareness and 
 ultimately gain 

funding for 
recycling.  
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Healthy Lifestyle: Healthy Lifestyle:  Healthy Lifestyle: Healthy Lifestyle: 

The College Experience The College Experience The College Experience  

 College is a time of new adventures, 

abilities, and finding independence; however, 

food is a prevalent part of the college 

experience that has a high potential of being 

overlooked. There are many different factors 

that play into the lifestyle of a college student, 

and because of this, prioritization becomes 

key. In consequence, there are some factors 

that become more important than others, and 

sometimes having a healthy meal can become 

overlooked.  
In the Journal of Adolescent Health 

Mary Gerend explains the impacts of college 

students’ food choices, “The popularity of fast 

food among college students presents an 

especially pernicious problem, as negative 

eating habits adopted early in life tend to 

persist among adulthood” (Gerend 1). As said 

previously, college helps build a  
feeling of independence 

and promotes a student’s 

particular lifestyle. 

Therefore, a college 

experience can create 

lifelong habits, and  
when these habits are 

associated with food, they  

can help students or hinder students. If the 

lifestyles rely on fast and inexpensive food, 

then a college student can potentially build a 

barrier to an unhealthy lifestyle for their future 

selves. Furthermore, when something 

becomes a habit, it becomes harder to break 

this particular habit. Not only does eating 

unhealthy lead to a potential unhealthy 

lifestyle in the future, but this prioritization of 

factors has the potential to get college 

students sick - primarily with food-borne 

illnesses. 
There are many different food-borne 

illnesses that are present in society, but there 

are some demographics that have a higher 

risk of contracting food-borne illnesses than 

others. In the article, “Examining the 

Prevalence of Self-Reported Foodborne 

Illnesses and Food 

Safety Risks among 

International College 

Students in the United 

States”, Lyonga and 

other authors describe 

a demographic that is at 

a higher risk compared 

to others. Lyonga and 

By Jamie CohenBy Jamie Cohen 
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other authors make the statement that “college 

students engage in food safety behaviors that 

place them at a greater risk of food-borne 

illness than other members of the general 

population” (Lyonga 2). Because of the lifestyle 

choices and the environment college students 

live in, food safety may not be a top priority. 

Therefore, students are at a greater risk of 

putting themselves in the way of food-borne 

illnesses. In order to combat the risks of this 

specific part of the population, 

education and the spread of 

knowledge of food choices and food 

safety are of top priority. 
 Educational classes can help 

promote food-borne illnesses and one 

study that showcased the importance 

of food safety and choices is “Food 

Safety Educational Intervention 

Positively Influences College Students' 

Food Safety Attitudes, Beliefs, 

Knowledge, and Self-Reported Practices” by 

Yarrow and other authors. This study revealed 

that public health students had a better 

understanding of knowledge in food safety 

awareness and practices (Yarrow 34). This fact 

can be unsurprising to most since food safety is 

possibly among their curriculum. Some ways of 

expanding the knowledge for all students could 

be clubs, organizations, or even adding it as part 

of freshmen orientation. Spreading knowledge 

about dietary habits and food safety has a great 

chance of helping to build a healthy lifestyle in 

not only students’ college experience, but their 

future lifestyles as well.  
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By Alejandra Aguilar 
Halt the Hudson Power Plant! 

North Bergen is located in the 

Northern Part of Hudson County New 

Jersey. It is considered to be the second 

town next to San Francisco in being the 

most hilliest municipality in the United 

States. The town overlooks the Hudson 

River and the New York 

Skyline since it is located 

on the Palisade hills. In 

addition to the unique 

location,  North Bergen 

has a population density 

of 12,216 people per 

square mile. It is an urban 

area, and  

the population is 

predominantly Hispanic.  

The current mayor, 

Nicholas Sacco has been in 

office for thirty years and has recently 

made efforts to advocate for the 

construction of a natural gas-fired power 

plant in North Bergen. Sacco has stated 

that the construction of the power plant 

will be beneficial to North Bergen as it 

would create a number of jobs. The 

proposed power plant has created 

controversy and unrest among the 

residents since its proximity to the 

Meadowlands would alter the ecosystem 

and create irreversible  

outcomes. Last year, Governor Phil 

Murphy fell under criticism 

for issuing permits for the 

DEP, including air and 

water quality permits.   

 Why is this 

unsustainable for North 

Bergen? The electricity 

that would be generated 

from the power plant 

would not go to its 

residents but to New York 

City instead. In addition, 

the jobs that would come 

from this construction are 

not long term. Students and teachers 

alike banded together to rally against the 

construction of the power plant. The 

power plant would be the largest one to 

be built in North Jersey, creating an 

alarming amount of emissions estimating 

to be about 2.5 million metric tons of CO2  

per year (Racioppi). In addition, the 
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construction of this power plant would make New Jersey, which is one of the states with 

the poorest air quality in the United States, would worsen. The power plant would 

affect water quality since it would require about “8.6 million gallons of sewage 

discharge wastewater a day” therefore, the limits  

and conditions for wastewater would possibly be altered to keep up with  

the demand (Fallon). 

In addition, nearby towns in Hudson County already have power plants which 

attribute to large amounts of greenhouse gases creating serious health concerns for 

nearby residents. The backlash from residents and non-profit organizations like the 

Sierra Club helped stop the construction of this power plant In North Bergen. After 

residents and nearby towns voiced their concerns, Governor Phil Murphy tweeted, “I 

am unequivocally opposed to building the North Bergen Power Plant in the 

Meadowlands and increasing emissions. The project simply doesn't make sense for New 

Jersey” (Governor Phil Murphy). This project would undoubtedly would create 
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BY CHRISTINA GONZALVE BY CHRISTINA GONZALVE

After the dust settled 
on  t he  pos t -me l tdow n 
Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant, 
people all over the world 
deliberated on the fate of 
nuclear energy. What was once 
perceived as a clean, promising 
alternative to fossil fuels had 
become a nightmare overnight. 
The Chernobyl accident directly 
killed 30 men from immediate 
exposure and thousands more exposed that night 
remain likely to develop radiation-induced cancers 
(Wellerstein). While this event did not completely 
halt innovations towards nuclear power, it looms 
over every conversation regarding the energy 
source. Decades later, another devastating event 
occurred in Fukushima, Japan just as our collective 
consciousness seemed to have finally overcome the 
trauma of Chernobyl.  

Cleaning up the aftermath of nuclear waste 
incidents presents a daunting task that requires 
exorbitant amounts of money and time. Effective 
solutions must be created in order for nuclear 

energy to become a more 
viable alternative to fossil 
fuels. Two abundant elements 
within nuclear waste pose a 
huge challenge to clean-up 
efforts: Radium-226 (Ra-226) 
and Strontium-90 (Sr-90).  

 These radioactive 
invaders are the byproducts 
of nuclear energy production. 
Uranium mines unearth an 

abundant amount of Ra-226, which eventually 
washes into and contaminates nearby water 
sources. Unlike Ra-226, Sr-90 does not naturally 
exist in the environment and is only created through 
a process called nuclear fission. Refined radioactive 
uranium decays in the power plant and leaves 
behind Sr-90. The main sources of Sr-90 in the 
environment remain the Fukushima and Chernobyl 
incidents (Mehta et al.). These radioactive elements 
pose a serious threat to all life on earth as they can 
be absorbed and passed up the food chain. 
Prolonged exposure and ingestion can lead to an 
increased risk of bone cancer.  

fter the dust settled 
me l tdow n 
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One possible contender to fight against 
nuclear waste is  cyanobacteria. These 
microorganisms play a vital role in recycling carbon, 
calcium, and phosphorus in the environment and they 
inhabit all types of water. Some species of 
cyanobacteria have the unique ability to absorb Ra-
226 and Sr-90. The cyanobacteria previously studied 
by scientists absorbed the radioactive elements on 
the surface of their cells (Mehta et al.). The bacteria 
can perform this radioactive absorption regardless of 
whether the cyanobacteria are alive or dead.  

Unfortunately, most species discovered so far 
have not proven to be very effective as a clean-up 
crew. This mainly results from one factor: salt. Many 
of these organisms would rather absorb salts, like 
Ca+, rather than Ra-226 or Sr-90 (Mehta et al.). To 
clean up a nuclear disaster like Fukushima, 
cyanobacteria would have to work primarily in 
seawater which would greatly distract them from 
their tasks as nuclear custodians.  

Fortunately for us, a new bacterial player  
has emerged with a radioactive appetite. The 
cyanobacteria, Gloemargarita lithophora, may be the 
hero that scientists have been searching for. These 
tiny titans were placed in samples containing both salt 
(Ca+) and radioactive isotopes. After 144 hours in a 
sample of the salt and Ra-226, G. lithophora had 
absorbed around 99% of the radioactive element. The 
results were even more impressive when placed in a 

sample of salt and Sr-90. After just one hour, the 
bacteria had nearly cleaned up the entire sample! 

How are these plucky little bacteria so 
effective at absorbing radioactive elements? 
Precisely because absorption is not the only way it 
takes in the isotopes. G. lithophora might also be 
devouring these elements and crystallizing them into 
its cell (Mehta et al.). What does it do with the 
elements afterward? Scientists are still not sure, but 
they believe it might be a way of storing energy.  

The road to utilizing the power of 
cyanobacteria superheroes is still long and paved 
with more questions. If we were to use them as clean-
up crews in case of nuclear disasters, we then have 
to worry about what might come along and eat them. 
Having highly nuclear-fueled bacteria moving up the 
food chain opens an entirely different can of worms. 
However, this discovery poses some hope for the 
future. There may be a day in the future when we no 
longer have to worry about Chernobyl or Fukushima 
and their everlasting effects on our lives.  

ORGANISM % REMOVAL 

G. lithophora 99% 

Sorghum halense 32% 

Panicum virginatum 23% 

Paspalum notatum 20% 

Amaranthus retoflexus 5% 
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R 
utgers University—New Brunswick 
utilizes a bus service to allow 
students to travel within or between 
the College Avenue, Busch, 

Livingston, and Cook & Douglass Campuses. During 
the week, buses run every 3-9 minutes, starting at 
7:00 a.m. until approximately 2:00 a.m. On the 
weekend, two bus routes run in opposite loops of one 
another across all five campuses, and usually run 
less frequently than during the week. The Rutgers 
University buses, provided by New Flyer, are diesel 
buses.  According to the report from MJB&A, a New 
Flyer bus emits approximately 875 g/mi of 
greenhouse gas emissions per decade (“Comparison 
of Modern CNG”). Therefore, Rutgers contributes to 
greenhouse gas emissions, thus damaging the 
environment. In order to combat this issue at 
Rutgers University, change must be made.  

To gain insight from Rutgers students, I 
asked students around campus how they felt 

about the Rutgers University bus 
system. While some students 

simply lamented the long 

waiting times and over-crowded buses, others 
discussed their hopes for change. Kayla Luis, a junior 
in the School of Environmental and Biological 
Sciences, talked about “more bike friendly 
intercampus routes” and “easier access to bike 
rentals”. Rutgers offers a bicycle rental program, 
where students can rent a bike and have access to 
on-campus bike lockers for $25 per semester or $10 
per month. (“Institutional Planning and Operations”). 
However, the drawback of this program is two-fold. 
First, the program is not widely advertised, so many 
students are unaware of this option. Furthermore, 
bike lanes are not common on campus, particularly 
lacking for between the campuses. This drives 
students to utilize the bus system. Other students 
echoed Louis’s sentiment, looking for more bike lanes 
across the campuses, and some even suggested free 
bike rentals.  

Evan von Oehsen, Rutgers School of Business 
junior, suggested the use of electric buses, in 
order to cut down on carbon emissions. 
This was a common response from 
multiple students. Nadia 
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Gelati, a senior in the School of Environmental and 
Biological Sciences, suggested a remediation effort 
of planting more trees on campus to lessen the CO2 

emissions. Jess Freydman, a sixth year in the Ernest 
Mario School of Pharmacy, suggested the 
reconfiguration of the bus schedule, as frequently 
there are multiple empty buses on the same route, 
arriving at the same stop at the same time. The 
buses then sit and idle for a period of time, usually 
between 10 and 15 minutes. In New Jersey, the New 
Jersey Administrative Code Title 7 Chapter 27 states, 
“No person shall cause, suffer, allow, or permit the 
engine of a diesel or gas powered motor vehicle to 
idle for more than 3 consecutive minutes if the 
vehicle is not in motion” (Burghoffer). Subchapter 14 
stipulates that buses “may idle while actively 
discharging or picking up passengers for 15 
consecutive minutes in a 60 minute 
period” (Burghoffer). As buses also must idle while 
picking students up at stops, buses may very well be 
exceeding this 15 minute threshold, or coming close 
to it. Idling heavily contributes to greenhouse gas 
emissions, and any reduction, whether to meet the 
law or to decrease emissions, is beneficial for the 
environment. By readjusting the bus schedule, less 
buses would be necessary, thus decreasing idling 
and emissions. 

Upon talking with Rutgers 
students, it is clear that the bus 
system is a shared concern in 
regard to its environmental 
impact. Change is imperative, but 
lacking thus far. With University 
President Robert L. Barchi’s 
commitment to reach carbon 
neutrality at Rutgers University by  
2030 (Brightman). I am hopeful 
for the future.  
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Money Talks: Climate Change, Politics, and Econometrics  

By Darrian Beam 

A Hot Topic in International News 
 Earlier today I came across a New York Times article titled, “Justice Dept. Sues California 

to Stop Climate Initiative From Extending to Canada”. Long story short, the Trump 

administration is butting heads with California...again. Canada recently worked out an agreement 

with the province of Quebec to enforce a cap-and-trade system for reducing fossil fuel emissions. 

A cap-and-trade system sets a carbon emission ceiling for involved parties, allots a certain level 

of emissions to organizations, and provides those organizations the ability to trade their unused 

allowances. The Department of Justice claims that California’s discourse beyond national barriers 

is a legal offense. So, in addition to the science which supports the reality of climate change, I 

suppose our president also thinks the First Amendment is a fairytale. This article left me thinking 

about our government’s position on climate change, how this affects our international relations, 

and America’s economic viability.  
 

Get Schooled...Defining Climate Change as a Public Good 
 Just last year, UN Secretary General António Guterres, headed the warning that climate 

change was an “existential threat” to humanity, sounding a global-scale alarm about the issue. 

Everyone on this planet (besides those in the Oval Office, of course) is affected by our climate. 

Therefore, as long as this Earth is round, climate change, and any policy (or lack of policy) 

regarding this subject is a global Public Good.  
 Notable economist, William Nordhaus, discusses the concept of climate change as a public 

good (or “public bad”) in his article, “Climate Change: The Ultimate Challenge for Economics”. 

Economists define “Public Goods” as goods which are non-excludable and  
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non-rivalrous. As we are all affected by the state of the climate, we all have shared ownership of 

it. We all breathe the air that forms clouds which precipitates the water we drink and use to 

irrigate our crops, so we may grow the food that feeds American communities and that we trade 

in turn for income from other nations. 

 Therefore, it is only 

natural for individuals, 

regardless of our legislative 

status, to converse on the topic 

of climate change and to 

preserve a public good. By 

this notion, it is the right of 

every individual to protect the 

climate as they would their 

own private good.   

 

If You Ain’t Talkin’ Money,  

I Don’t Wanna Talk 

 “Our Economy is setting records on virtually every front - Probably the best our country 

has ever done. Tremendous value created since the Election”, tweets an enthusiastic President 

Trump, but he may not be as enthusiastic after seeing what climate change has in store for U.S. 

businesses…. 

 Word on the street is, climate change is expected to have a severe impact on our economy. 

Meyer references a study by Science, the source of the graph above, which depicts the ranges in 

impact climate change will have on GDP in the U.S., should predictions of climate change hold 

true. The weight of economic tragedy is especially heavy for those in the southern region. 

Ironically, this region of the U.S. is home to a substantial portion of Trump supporters. 

Projections suggest, “Harvests will dwindle, summer energy costs will soar, rising seas will erase 

real-estate holdings” (Meyer). If for no other motive than protection of this population, Trump 

may want to reconsider his position on climate action. Ignoring the issue of climate  

change, puts the U.S.  

at a disadvantage in 

international trade. If we 

cannot produce crops at a 

high enough capacity, 

and if the costs of 

production increase 

(energy, labor, irrigation, 

etc.), we stand to  

fall short in global 

competition.  
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“It is only by designing, implementing, and enforcing cooperative multinational  

policies that nations can ensure effective climate-change policies.”   
- William Nordhaus, Winner of The Sveriges Riksbank Prize in  

Economic Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel 2018 
 

 The weight of a dollar is invaluable to pushing along any policies to safeguard people from 

the prospective disasters insinuated by climate change. Environmental science for the sake of 

science and stewardship is one thing, but economic analysis is another. People might ignore the 

issue of climate change by disregarding usual biological and ecological findings...but projections 

involving business are another matter. As both an environmentalist and an advocate of 

econometrics as a tool for change, I hope these projections will induce some reengineering when 

it comes to our government’s position on climate change and safeguard the future of the 

American economy.  
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The Trail Mix  

ADVOCATE 
ALGAE 
COAST 
DIVEST 
DROUGHT 

METHANE 
OZONE 

RENEWABLE 
TYPHOON 
WILDFIRE 

Quintessential Environment Quotes 
 

“Never doubt that a small group of 

thoughtful, committed citizens can 

change the world; indeed, it is the 

only thing that ever has.”

 Margaret Mead 

“You cannot get through a single day 

without having an impact on the 

world around you. What you do 

makes a difference and you have to 

decide what kind of a difference you 

want to make.”

    Jane Goodall 

Escape the Maze of Midterms!Escape the Maze of Midterms!Escape the Maze of Midterms! Did You Know? 

 The world’s oldest trees are more 
than 4,600 years old. 

 The 100,000 trillion ants in the 
world weigh about the same as all 
of the humans. 

 The amount of water on Earth is 
constant, and continually recycled 
over time: some of the water you 
drink will have passed through a 
dinosaur. 
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